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A treasure trove of almost 12,000 detailed engravings, copyright-free and clearly reproducible, The

Complete Encyclopedia of Illustration is a marvel of a collection culled from the worlds of science,

history, geography, mythology, art, architecture, and more. Fully referenced, this volume is both an

inspiration and a practical sourcebook for designers and artists. It also serves as a visual feast for

admirers and collectors of old engravings, and stands as a tribute to the mid-nineteenth century

artisans who created the original plates on which this book is based. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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A treasure trove of almost 12,000 detailed engravings, copyright-free and clearly reproducible, The

Complete Encyclopedia of Illustration is a marvel of a collection culled from the worlds of science,

history, geography, mythology, art, architecture, and more. Fully referenced, this volume is both an

inspiration and a practical sourcebook for designers and artists. It also serves as a visual feast for

admirers and collectors of old engravings, and stands as a tribute to the mid-nineteenth century

artisans who created the original plates on which this book is based. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

I gush over antiquated pen and ink illustrations, they are magical and impressive to behold.When I



discovered this book title through a suggestion from , my jaw dropped when I used the 'look inside

this book' option.There are so many illustrations placed on a single page, it is truly breathtaking.

book was shipped in a plastic with zero protection. what would have been a nice book has all

corners mashed from from rough handling I kept the book because I like the engravings but a book

should never be shipped like this.

Wonderful book. I was surprised at the price of this book. I thought it would be a lot more money for

the size and quality of this book. I was so impressed when this book arrived. Im sure I will use it

often.

Wonderful book. My second copy as first fell apart and now being used for leave drying. As I dry the

leaves am often cut up by incredible images on the pages with the leaves. So decided I needed

newer copy.

Book was in great shape and arrived promptly. Great reference material for artists who love vintage

illustrations. I will be using this a lot in my work. Would definitely recommend this.

I would recommend this to anyone wanting some classic illustrations for web development. I'm

considering cutting the pages out of the book so I can scan them better and filing them in a box for

later. The pages are super heavy duty and very nice. To scan a full page would take a large format

(11 X 17) scanner or greater.

This book went above and beyond what I expected. Great illustrations!

this book is an awesome historical treasure
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